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'We have had, for a long time, the anomalous situation of 

integrated manufacturing operations with non-integrated paperwork." 

This statement in the opening paragraph of this small pocket-size 

book states, in general, the problem which the author explores, 

deplores, and subsequently implores management to correct. The 

integrated data processing with which the author is concerned, 

however, is not merely the write-it-once-and-duplicate-it-by- 

punched-paper-tape method frequently identified as IDP. It is much 

broader in scope, and in fact, as the author's first sentence suggests, 

"is a state of mind!" 

He continues, ''The failure of organization planning and 

structure to recognize the fact that Systems is data processing and 

that overall control of data processing is the proper concept has 

been, and is now, adding inconceivable costs to industry and busi- 

ness... [ and ] acting as a deterent to the most efficient use of 

manpower, space and equipment. The waste in these items, if 

eliminated, would vastly improve the financial and operating status 

of many companies, some of which, even now, pride themselves on 

their good management techniques." 

Systems, as considered here, ''covers all of the data 

processing in any organization, '' and data processing ''should be 

considered as a function and be subject to overall control from a 

central point.'' Most companies do not process data at the lowest 

possible cost. For this reason, many of the announced "economies" 

effected by the installation of electronic systems are not actually 

attributable to the electronic system but rather to the improved 

data processing system resulting from the rigorous thinking pre- 

ceding such an installation. 



Ten rules for reducing 

clerical errors 

The principles of integrated data processing are: 1) The 

simplification and coordination of paperwork; 2) The clarity, 

consistency, and completeness of forms; and 3) The training of 

clerks and others to record data legibly and accurately. 

"If the interdependence of paperwork in an organization 

is recognized and if the importance of this fact is properly evaluated 

the logical step will follow. This will be to consider data processing 

as a vital function. Given this recognition it will be provided with 

a qualified executive supported by adequate authority and nourished 

with ample means. 

''This final step being taken, clerical costs will necessarily 

be reduced to their lowest possible level consistent with the needs of 

the organization. And what is more important, physical operations 

will inevitably be improved. Thus, the entire organization will be 

operating at the highest maximum efficiency and the lowest operating 

costs." 

The booklet ends with ten basic rules for reducing clericai 

costs: eliminate all unnecessary paperwork, compute and record 

only data actually used now, write it once, apply principles of form 

design, provide standard practice manuals, expedite top-level policy 

decisions, review paperwork systems frequently, review organiza- 

tion for structural weakness, apply effective employee selection 

techniques, base office layout on workflow. 

A clear, well-written exposition of the importance of intelli- 

gent systems planning, this small book is of value to every top 

management person who feels his business can be improved in its 

administrative functions. Price: $2.00. Published by Office Research 

Institute, P.O. Box 744, Miami 43, Florida. 
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Management Decision-making Techniques 

MANAGEMENT— BY EXCEPTION 

Marion S. Israel 

Published by Management Directions, Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif., 1956 

"Management by exception is a technique whereby the non- 

significant can be separated from the significant. Action lines may 

be set up for an operation that constitute boundaries for the variations 

that are normal. Only significant variations in performance are 

reported for management action." Statistical Operations Control is 

given as ''the tool that eliminates guesswork in the implementation of 

Management by Exception.'' By using this tool, management can 

identify trouble as soon as it starts, and prediction is reliable and 

automatic for a statistically controlled process. 

Statistical control, tool Examples are given of the use of statistical control from 

for predicting and case studies of D. D. Pettit, using the Shewhart formulas. For 

identifying trouble areas example, one company discovered that billing errors were costing 

$20 each to correct, and began plotting the errors ona chart. Before 

the permissible control limits could be determined, the billing 

operators saw the chart and errors dropped at once. New control 

limits were calculated based on the lower error rate. 

Six steps are given for setting up statistical controls. 

Briefly, these are: 

Appoint a Statistical Administrator (if possible, from 

present personnel), in a staff capacity. He should have 

at least two years of college mathematics, abilities in 

analysis and leadership, and a knowledge of the 

company s processes, policies, and aims. 

Provide training for him through qualified university or 

special courses or by temporarily retaining a qualified 

consultant. 

Provide in-plant training for other personnel to estab- 

lish understanding of the reliability and impartiality of 

the techniques. 

Enlist active interest of all employees and set up 

control chart procedures on critical operations. 

Enlarge the area of operations of Statistical Control 

gradually to encompass entire organization. Take 

advantage of out-of-control events that point toward 

improvements in processes. 
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At this point, the Statistical Administrator should 

"eliminate those controls which were necessary to 

‘clean up''' the operation, and administer only those 

left, or needed for new situations. 

An over-all, continuing A warning to be heeded by management is to avoid using 

management technique Statistical Control in isolated areas, but rather to regard it as 

''a simple, continuing process of improvement" for the entire opera- 

tion. On the other hand, if one man is successfully using the tech- 

niques, it is a mistake to expect him to be equally successful in 

enlarging his operations beyond his scope, as "he has invariably 

neither the authority nor the concept to carry him through such a 

project." 

Another warning is not to confuse Statistical Operations 

Control with Statistical Quality Control. 

Although only 49 pages in length, this small book says a 

great deal in a very clear style, and should be of value to manage- 

ment personnel of all sizes of business organizations. A list of 

reference materials is included. Price: $2.00. May be obtained 

from Scientific Business Programs, Inc., 238 North Canon Drive, 

Beverly Hills, California. 

HOW TO BUILD KNOW-HOW FAST 

NATION'S BUSINESS, May 1957; pages 34, 35, 122-125. 

LEARNING CAN BE FUN—EVEN FOR BUSY EXECUTIVES 

BUSINESS WEEK, May 4, 1957; pages 164-170. 

The art of simulation has appeared in a unique form in the 

American Management Association's new management-decision- making 

game. The game will be part of the course in decision-making at the 

AMA's new Academy of Advanced Management at Saranac Lake, New York. 

A business game for Five teams of three or four men each are given identical 

management company characteristics, such as product, unit cost, budget, assets, 

etc. They then begin to "operate" the companies by manipulating the 

known factors. Each team is physically isolated from the others. 

They are given decreasing time periods, beginning with twenty minutes, 

to work out the strategy for one business quarter. At the end of each 

period, their decisions are punched into IBM cards and fed into the 

IBM 650 which is programed to compute their status in various busi- 

ness areas. Five years of business planning are thus condensed into 

the two-day session. At the end of the time, the results of the five 

''companies'' are reviewed. Participants are enthusiastic about 
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the benefits. These include the ability to see the entire structure 

of the business, a better understanding of budgeting, and a broader 

insight into company problems. Moreover, role-playing benefits are 

derived from the fact that participants may be forced into positions 

which they do not ordinarily encounter, since the management "'team'"! 

consists of president, vice president, controller, or other officers 

which the group decides to elect. The AMA anticipates making the 

game more involved, with more variables, and more real-world 

conditions. Even now, however, the game in its present beginning 

state is providing some very real-life situations for executive and 

management training. 

A SHORT DICTIONARY OF MATHEMATICS 

C. H. McDowell 

Published by Philosophical Library, 1957. 

In view of the trend toward management involvement in 

mathematics through operations research and statistical control, 

this small volume will answer a real need in the management refer- 

ence bookshelf. In fact, it would seem to be as necessary as a 

dictionary for anyone whose work includes the use of mathematical 

symbols and terminology. This includes the typist who is preparing 

the final reports from the mathematician's hand-written notes! 

Price: $2.75 
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General Information 

“SPECIAL ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING ISSUE” 

NAVY MANAGEMENT REVIEW, April 1957. 

Sound planning principles 

in Navy EDP 

A gull's eye view of the Navy EDP philosophy and activity is 

obtained from a thorough reading of this special issue of the Navy 

management publication. There are plenty of suggestions in it which 

apply to private business as well as the armed services. 

For example, in the opening article ''Electronic Data Proces- 

sing in Navy, '' some sound planning principles are laid down. "The 

vast capabilities of electronic data processing methods demand a 

re-evaluation of management's requirement for information, because 

there is a good chance that electronic methods can provide manage- 

ment at all levels with the information necessary for optimum control. 

It is therefore essential that each system with potential application 

to electronics be thoroughly analyzed, so that the major advantages 

offered by electronics will not be overlooked....If an interim step is 

apparent, and permits economic gain as well as an opportunity to 

gain training and experience in electronic data processing, it should 

certainly be taken, providing it is consistent with our long-range 

goal. On the other hand...an interim installation should be con- 

sidered merely as a step toward the ultimate plan." 

Other articles cover selection and training of personnel, 

buy or lease considerations, system revision vs conversion to a 

"quick-pay-off"' application, organizational planning, and actual 

experiences of planning in the various Bureaus and Offices. A 

resume of the computers now in use and planned for is included. 

Copies may be obtained free of charge from: Mr. Robert Graham, 

Editor, Navy Management Review, Navy Management Office, 

Room 0135, Main Navy Building, Washington 25, D. 

AUTOMATION IN ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS 

Arthur E. Carlson, Washington University 

THE ACCOUNTING REVIEW, April 1957; pages 224-228. 

The subject of electronic data processing is presented ina 

basic introductory and generalized fashion, directed primarily toward 

those who are as yet unfamiliar with the characteristics and the poten- 

tials of EDP. 
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DOCUMENTATION IN ACTION 

Edited by Jesse H. Shera, Allen Kent, James W. Perry, 

Western Reserve University 

Published by Reinhold Publishing Corporation, 1956. 

The pre-conference and conference papers and discussions 

of the Conference on the Practical Utilization of Recorded Knowledge, 

January 1956, are published in this volume. The conference, the first 

of its kind, and the published proceedings, point up the need for study- 

ing the serious problem of the ever-increasing mass of knowledge of 

mankind. Not only is it necessary to devise ways of storing the 

growing collection of knowledge, but also important is the need for 

retreiving and disseminating this knowledge to those who need to have 

it. The nature and structure of language and communication must be 

studied. Mechanical and automatic methods of handling information, 

as well as systems of coding and classifying must be carefully designed. 

The problem is one which touches all businesses, professions, social, 

educational, and government organizations. Chemistry, patents, 

medicine, and law are all fields which have already found the documen- 

tation problem hampering them. These papers present a graphic and 

stimulating insight into the subject. Price: $10.00. 

PROCEEDINGS OF AUTOMATION—A CONFERENCE FOR EXECUTIVES 

Armour Research Foundation, Chicago, February 1956. 

The content of the conference was largely automation in the 

factory, including an evaluation of the present state of automation, 

the real meaning of the term "automation, '' and examples of automa- 

tion in plants. Two of the articles pertain to automatic clerical 

operations, one in the oil industry, the other an interesting review of 

the experience of the First National Bank of Chicago in automatic 

check processing. A total of twelve talks (116 pages) is included. To 

obtain a copy, write to: Armour Research Foundation, Illinois 

Institute of Technology, 10 West 35th Street, Chicago 16, Ill. 

Price: $4.50. 

nana EAL A 

ELECTRONIC BANKING 

THE ACCOUNTANT, March 16, 1957; pages 285, 286. 

The Committee of London Clearing Bankers has, apparently, 

been at a task similar to that of the American Bankers Association. 

Some investigations are being made in the area of check coding, with 

the code being printed in magnetic ink Arabic characters in a specific 

area on the check. 
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THE PUSH-BUTTON WORLD— AUTOMATION TODAY 

Edited by E. M. Hugh-Jones 

Published by University of Oklahoma Press in the U. S. and 

Basil Blackwell, Oxford, in Great Britain, 1956. 

The emphasis in this collection of lectures presented at 

Oxford University in late 1955 is on automation in the factory, and 

its effect upon labor and social problems in general. One chapter, 

number 5, is given to the Administrative Applications of Automation. 

Although the material is somewhat outdated in this fast-growing 

field, this chapter offers a rather interesting appendix on the typical 

work of an administrative office, which might provide some food for 

thought in the preliminary planning stages of office automation. Four 

areas of work are suggested: Service or routine (relation to custom- 

ers, relation to suppliers, relation to employees); preparation of 

control information (stores and stocks, production, costing, financial); 

research work (markets, products, methods, production planning); 

general management (policy making and enforcing, coordination of 

progress of the business, leadership, etc.). The contributors, as 

well as the general slant of the book are British. Price: $3.75. 

YEAR BOOK ISSUE 

OFFICE MANAGEMENT, March 1957. 

AUTOMATION 

Elmer E. Christy, 

CREDIT WORLD, 

Among the features in this annual review edition are an 

editorial which surveys the present status of automation in the office, 

an article on operations research by Clifford J. Craft of the American 

Management Association; an article showing the basic necessity for 

systems planning, by Ralph W. Fairbanks; and one on paperwork 

control and record retention in the automatic office, by Robert A. Shiff 

of Naremco Services, Inc. 

IN THE CREDIT OFFICE 

Boggs & Buhl, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

March 1957; pages 14, 15. 

Credit operations in a retail organization which is using an 

electronic merchandising and accounting system will necessarily spring 

from the system. For example, the authorization procedure would be 

automatic. Each account would be assigned a credit limit, which would 

be recorded in the storage. An account-number inquiry system from 

the floor would receive an instantaneous yes-no answer on the status 

of any account. Other credit information must also come from the 
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inherent characteristics of the system. Collection information would 

have to be furnished; at the present time it appears that such informa- 

tion would have to be developed from the finished statements. 

OHIO MECHANIZES HIGHWAY DESIGN 

OHIO’S PRESTON TAKES A LOOK AHEAD 

COMPUTERS WILL PACE ROAD PROGRAM 

ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD, March 14, 1957. 

COMPUTERS CUT ROAD COSTS 

ELECTRONICS, BUSINESS EDITION, March 20, 1957; page 19. 

News of the use of computers in designing super-highways 

was brought out in the recent conference of highway engineers in 

Los Angeles, as evidenced by the articles listed above. California, 

Georgia and Ohio were three states mentioned as using computer pro- 

grams for certain computations necessary in highway design. 
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Programing 

ADDRESSING FOR RANDOM-ACCESS STORAGE 

W. W. Peterson 

IBM JOURNAL OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, April 1957; pages 130-147. 

"In...files of records, a portion of each record is...used as 

identification."' This identification is a number or name. Often "only 

a small fraction of acceptable identification numbers are used, and 

these are chosen in some mathematically erratic way...Some proce- 

dure ((an addressing system)) must be devised for deciding where to 

store each record and for locating a stored record, given its identifica- 

tion number...." 

The need for an Several addressing systems are discussed: 

addressing system 

Use of an index table. ''The problem of table lookup is 

precisely the same as the problem of addressing for the random-access 

memory.... The average access time is the table lookup time plus the 

time required to read one record from...memory.'' Memory space is 

required for file plus table. 

The next two systems apply directly to the file, although they 

could also apply to table lookup systems in an index. 

Use of a sorted file. File records are sorted by identification 

number. Based on information-theoretical considerations it is shown 

that a search which enters the file at a point in proportion to the identi- 

fication number requires approximately one-half as many accesses as 

a straight binary search (entering at center and then jumping half of 

remaining file in proper direction until record is found). Also, there 

is no advantage in using a table of "keys" (e.g., location of every 

100th record) unless keys are stored in a fast memory. 

"Open" type addressing system. In this system the memory 

is divided into "buckets" of, say, one to twenty records each. A 

number of, say, three digits (if there are up to 1000 buckets) is 

derived from each identification and this number defines a bucket. 

The search then starts by looking at the records in this bucket. If, 

in searching for a record, it is not found in the bucket; or if in 

recording a new record, there is no available space, the search goes 

on to the next bucket. This continues until the record or an available 

recording space is found, depending upon the search purpose. This 

"open'' system was simulated on a 704 to determine typical access 

times. Generally, a small number of records per bucket is prefer- 
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able, unless some special characteristic of the memory, for example, 

tracks on a disc system, creates a "natural unit. "' 

Experimental results on actual files are presented. 

"While the best system to use will depend...upon the problem, 

the 'open' addressing system....does seem to offer.... flexibility, 

simplicity, and speed over commonly used systems based upon a sorted 

file or index." 

PROCEEDINGS OF AUTOMATIC CODING SYMPOSIUM 

Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, Pa., January, 1957. 

Eight papers and a transcript of the question periods following 

their presentation are published in the Proceedings of the Automatic 

Coding Symposium. These cover programing research at General 

Electric's Louisville Plant, Metropolitan Life Insurance, G. E. Hanford 

Plant (Omnicode), several mathematical compilers, automatic codes 

for Univac and IBM 705, and a description of the built-in automatic 

programing features of the NCR 304. Price: $3.00. 

A DATA PROCESSING DIARY 

Fred Gruenberger, General Electric Company, Richland, Wash. 

COMPUTING NEWS, April 15, 1957; pages 4-10. 

This newsletter is the only publication DPD has found which 

has made a point of describing what happens after the program is put 

on the computer. This article is a blow-by-blow description of the 

de-bugging of an actual problem after its programers had officially 

de-bugged it and expected it to work on schedule. 

CHECKING TECHNIQUES FOR DIGITAL COMPUTERS 

R. W. Hamming, Bell Telephone Laboratories 

CONTROL ENGINEERING, May 1957; pages 111-114. 

Three sources of errors in the use of electronic computers 

are machine operation, coding, and conception. It is proposed that 

more study be given to the difficulties the human programer encounters 

in trying to reconcile the symbolic language of the machine with his 

own human language, in order to reduce the chance of error in program- 

building. 
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Equipment 

POSTING CHECKS BY ELECTRONICS 

BUSINESS WEEK, May 4, 1957; page 86. 

The first NCR Post-Tronic check posting machine installa- 

tion has been made at the Passaic-Clifton National Bank & Trust Co., 

New Jersey. The six $11, 000 machines will replace 14 conventional 

posting machines. NCR reports that it has orders from more than 

100 banks for the Post-Tronic., 

((The following information is repeated from articles digested 

in DPD in January, 1956, page 6 and June, 1956, page 9. )) 

The Post-Tronic uses electronic and mechanical principles 

to prepare checking account statements in commercial banks. Although 

it preserves traditional bookkeeping machine features which are 

desirable, it includes an automatic electronic recording of significant 

information on the back of the form, as well as visible digital printing 

on the front. The next time a statement is posted, the recorded informa- 

tion is read and entered automatically into the machine for use with 

whatever new debits and credits are posted to the account. The Post- 

Tronic also verifies the information being posted, as well as the 

account number, and automatically aligns the forms to the proper 

posting position. If an account becomes overdrawn, the machine 

notifies the operator. 

PRINTED MATERIAL TRANSMITTED BY PHONE 

American Telephone and Telegraph Company is experimenting 

with a device which will enable printed material to be sent over tele- 

phone lines at a speed of about 1000 words a minute. The information 

is placed on magnetic tape and inserted into the "data subset" machine. 

On the receiving end, the information is recorded on magnetic tape, 

which may then be decoded automatically by means of a tape- reading 

electric typewriter. 
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DEVELOPMENTS IN AUTOMATIC CODING TECHNIQUES 

Simplified program writing 

Last month, Comment discussed the development of Shared 

Programing Groups. The purpose of these groups is to develop 

common programs and routines among the users of one type of 

computing equipment, in order to ease the programing efforts for 

all the users. 

This month, we will discuss another approach, also aimed 

at easing the programing efforts. This approach, the development 

of automatic coding techniques, is being performed by the equipment 

manufacturers. Two recent systems of automatic coding, one by 

IBM and one by Remington Rand, will be of interest to DPD readers. 

These systems help to transfer to the computer some of the routine 

aspects of programing and coding. Excerpts from the manufacturer's 

literature will briefly explain the purpose of these systems. Fora 

further discussion of automatic coding and programing, see articles 

referenced in the following 1956 issues of DPD: January, page 8; 

February, page 10; April, page 10; May, page 13; June, pages 11 and 

12. 

IBM 705 Autocoder System! 

"The Autocoder is a simplified system of program writing 

for the 705 Data Processing Machine. This system relieves the 

programer of considerable clerical work and removes many of the 

restrictions placed upon him by the machine-instruction coding 

system. Programs written in autocoder form can be combined and 

relocated at will because they are independent of actual memory 

location. Additions, corrections, or deletions to an autocoder 

program can be made by a reassembly process without changing the 

addresses written. 

'The autocoder recognizes either descriptive names of 

instructions or the 705 machine codes. Programs may be written 

with mnemonic operation codes, or with a mixture of mnemonic and 

single-character operation codes. The programer may refer to 

data or instructions by name rather than by absolute memory location. 

The name is usually a mnemonic abbreviation which becomes the 

'tag' of the reference point. With tags, the program may be written 

with minimum comment and without reference to tables of locations 

for the data to which instructions refer. 
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".,..An important point in handling business data is the ease 

of making changes in the form and contents of a record. A program 

written in autocoder form can be reassembled by the autocoder 

program with a new arrangement of any, or all, of the record formats 

and will operate exactly as it did originally." 

Remington Rand UGP (Univac Generalized Programing)“ 

"Univac Generalized Programing is a new automatic coding 

system developed by the Remington Rand Univac Applications Research 

Center, Philadelphia, Pa., to fill the need for a truly powerful and 

flexible automatic programing tool. 

"An all-purpose compiler, GP provides automatic program- 

ing and coding aids which are directly useful in the programing of any 

problem. Using the specialized GP instruction language, the programer 

can isolate, as he codes, problem elements which have generalized 

Library of coded interest, and store these in a GP library without breaking the regular 

subroutines flow of his problem solution. 

"The user of GP is thus able, without extra cost, to build 

his own routines library in the process of solving his regular problems. 

As a matter of fact, there are already a large number of library 

routines available to the GP user. These routines were generalized 

and entered into the GP library while GP was being used to solve 

actual problems at Univac installations. In addition, GP includes an 

exceptionally easy means of making changes in GP coding on tape. 

This simplifies making corrections during debugging, and substan- 

tially reduces the time required to alter finished coding in conformance 

with changes in problem specifications. 

"No more than a beginner's ability is needed to use the 

GP conventions to advantage, or to make use of the routines already 

in the GP library. Slightly more experience will enable programers 

to produce useful library routines as a byproduct of their regular 

coding efforts. 

"Beginning with this issue, THE PROGRAMMER will pre- 

sent a series of descriptive articles on Univac Generalized Programing 

designed to acquaint its readers with this new compiling system." 

REFERENCES 

IBM 705 Autocoder System, Manual of Instruction, Form 22-6726-0 

THE PROGRAMMER, Vol. 4, No.2, February 1957 (Computer 

Publications Dept. Remington Rand Univac, 315 Fourth Ave., 

New York 10, N. Y.) 
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UNIVERSITIES GET HELP IN SETTING UP EDP COURSES 

Remington Rand Univac Division has announced a program 

of training and help for universities who wish to set up courses in 

electronic data processing. The plan has five features: 

l. Tuition-free Univac System Course for faculty members 

charged with setting up the university course. 

Text materials supplied free of charge to the university 

for the instructors' use. Student copies, also free, 

for each student taking the course. 

New Univac manuals, as they become available, 

supplied free to the participating universities. 

Visual aids supplied by Remington Rand. 

Assistance in preparation of course outlines and 

curricula. 

Six regional courses beginning in June, 1957 are scheduled 

for the following locations: New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, 

Dallas, Los Angeles. For further information, universities should 

write: Alan Meacham, Manager, University Educational Department, 

Remington Rand Univac, 315 Fourth Avenue, New York 10, New York. 
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Meetings 

Twelfth Annual Meeting, The Association for Computing Machinery 

Date: June 19-21, 1957 

Place: University of Houston, Houston, Texas 

Submit abstracts to: J. E. Robertson, Chairman 

ACM Program Committee 

University of Illinois 

Urbana, Illinois 

WESCON--Western Electronic Convention 

Date: August 20-23, 1957 

Place: San Francisco, California 

Information: WESCON, 342 North La Brea, Los Angeles 36, California 

International Conference on Operational Research, sponsored by Operational Research 

Society, Operations Research Society of America, The Institute of Management Sciences 

Date: September 2-6, 1957 

Place: University of Oxford, England 

Subjects: The common themes in operational research, methodology, 

applications 

Conference on Matrix Computations 

Date: September 3-6, 1957 

Place: Department of Mathematics, Wayne State University 

Information: Professor Wallace Givens, Chairman, 

Department of Mathematics, Wayne State University, 

Detroit 2, Michigan 

Instrument Society of America, 12th Annual Instrument Conference 

Date: September 9-13, 1957 

Place: Cleveland, Ohio 

Information: Herbert S. Kindler, Director of Technical Programs, 

Instrument Society of America, 313 Sixth Avenue, 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

Third Electronics Business Systems Conference sponsored by the Western Division of 

National Machine Accountants Association 

Date: November 7, 8, 1957 

Place: San Diego, Calif. (U.S. Grant Hotel) 

Information: G. M. Blakesley, Third Electronic Business Systems 

Conference, P. O. Box 1448, San Diego 12, California 
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Training 

Summer Program, Wayne State University Computation Laboratory 

Course and Date: September 9-14, Industrial and Management Computer Applications 

Information: A. W. Jacobson, Director, Computation Laboratory, 

Wayne State University, Detroit 2, Michigan 

Summer Session, 1957, University of Michigan--'Intensive Courses for Men in Engineering, 

Science, and Business" 

Date: Courses begin June 17 

Place: University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Courses in the Computer and Management Sciences: 

(Others are offered in industrial subjects) 

Introduction to Digital Computer Engineering 

Advanced Digital Computer Engineering and Logical Design 

Introduction to the Electronic Digital Computer and Its Applications 

Applications of Advanced Numerical Analysis to Digital Computer Froblems 

Applications of Logic to Advanced Digital Computer Programing 

Management Sciences 

Dates: For above courses only, August 19-30 

Fee: For each of above courses only, $200 

Registration and Information: Co-ordinator of Engineering Summer 

Conferences, 2038 East Engineering Building, 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Electronic Data Processing for Business and Industry (sponsored by Canning, Sisson and 

Associates) 

Date: July 22-26, 1957 

Place: New York City (Hotel Roosevelt) 

Fee: $160 

Program: Emphasis on the applications aspect of electronic 

data processing 

For whom: Controllers, Methods and Procedures Supervisors, 

others in management charged with setting up an 

EDP system . 

Information: Canning, Sisson and Associates, 1140 South Robertson Blvd., 

Los Angeles 35, Calif. 

Master's Program in Automatic Data Processing, Wayne State University (School of 

Business Administration and the Computation Laboratory) 

Information: Walter Folley, Dean, School of Business Administration, or 

A. W. Jacobson, Director, Computation Laboratory, 

Wayne State University, Detroit 2, Michigan 
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